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1-5. Chọn từ có phần gạch chân phát âm khác so với các từ còn lại
1:
A. speaks
B. learns
C. sends
D. knows
2:
A. south
B. gather
C. north
D. month
3:
A. advanced
B. admire
C. advertise
D. admit
4:
A. hear
B. bear
C. pear
D. wear
5:
A. consist
B. compulsory
C. correspond
D.
comprise
630. Chän ®¸p ¸n ( øng víi A, B, C hoÆc D) ®Ó hoµn thµnh c©u.
6: A new airport needs___ in this city.
A. to
B. being built
C. be built
D. to be built
7: ___ twice in the driving test, she didn't want to do it again.
A. To fail
B. To have failed
C. Failing
D. Having failed
8:
He___ me to bring an umbrella in case it rained.
A. reminded
B. said
C. offered
D. promised
9: He may not be the best player in the team, but___ his personality that makes him popular.
A. the thing is
B. that's
C. what's
D. it's
10: The wanted man___ to be living comfortably in New York.
A. is being believed B. is believed
C. believed
D. is believing
11: - Why are you driving so fast?
- I'm ___
A. must be hurry
B. in a hurry
C. in hurry
D. hurrying
12: I___ to eat a lot recently. I will put on weight soon.
A. was able
B. have been able
C. will be able
D. could
13: I am sure that I will be a good roommate. I___ smoke___ drink.
A. neither/nor
B. can/or
C. can't/nor
D. either/or
14: If you feel tired, you___
A. should to lie down B. ought lie down
C. had better to lie down D. should lie down
15: -What would you like to do now, Mr. Smith?
-___ I would like to do now is sit down and put my feet up.
A. Which
B. The one
C. What
D. The
16: ___ first three months in the Brighton Language Centre in the UK left him penniless.
A. It was the
B. When the
C. In the
D. The
17: Anthropologists___ within their environment and evaluate the adaptations tey have made.
A. Who study societies are B. their societies are tudied
C. study societies
D.societies are studied
18: The human brain ___ only two percent of an adult's body weight.
A. Which makes up B. makes it up
C. makes up
D. it makes up
19: Big cities like New York and Chicago are___ populated.
A. largely
B. densely
C.closely
D. locally
20: The foreign policies___ the Hoover administration undertook in 1929 were marked good will ang
peaceful purpose.

A. that
B. on which
C. where
D. of
21: In recent years Vietnamese student have been learning several foreign languages, of___ English is the
most popular.
A. thore
B. them
C. which
D. that
22: John expected___ to the party on Satutday.
A. invited
B. to invite
C. inviting
D. to be invited
23: - "No, I certainly didn't steal the bike." Helmi said to her classmates.
- Helmi___ having stolen the bike.
24: It was at the supermaket___ he bought her a present.
A. suggested
B. refused
C. accused
D. who
25: Let's go to the theatre tonight,____?
A. will we
B. shall we
C. don't we
D. let we
26: -Why didn't you go to the party yesterday?
- I didn't go to the party yesterday because___.
A. I would be sick
B. I was sick
C. I have been sick D. I am sick
27: Many people seem to be talking too much but ___ too little about the environmental protection.
A. doing
B. to do
C. do
D. did
28: We___ the mess by the time our father got home.
A. cleaned
B. had cleaned
C. has cleaned
D. were cleaning
29: If she had taken her mother's advice, she___ the job.
A. would not have been lost
B. had not lost
C. would not have lost
D. would not lose
30: American English has some spelling rules___ are different from___ in British English.
A. who/those
B. which/those
C. which/them
D. who/them
3140:
s½n:

Chän ph¬ng ¸n (A, B, ChoÆc D) øng víi cã nghÜa gÇn nhÊt víi cho

31: Mary is a better cook than Daisy.
A. Daisy can cook as badly as Mary.
C. Daisy isn't a
cook as good as Mary.
B. Daisy can't cook as well as Mary.
D. Daisy can't cook as
good as Mary.
32: " I am going to write a letter of inquiry tomorrow," he said.
A. He said he woul write a letter of inquiry the next day
B. He said he was going to write a letter of inquiry next day.
C. He said he was going to write a letter of inquiry the next day.
D. He said he went to write a letter of inquiry the next day.
33: They have built two department stores this year.
A. Two department stores this yearr have been built.
C. Two department stres have been built thi year
B. Two department stores have to be built this year.
D. Two department stres are built this year
34: Children's meals are free if they are under five.
A. Children under five pay for their free meals.
C. Children under five do not have to pay for their meals
B. Children under five are free to pay for their meals
D. Children under five have to pay for their meals
35: They didn't go on holiday last year because they didn't have enough
money.

A. If they hadn't had enough money, they wouldn't have gone on
holiday last year
B. If they hadn't had enough money, they would have gone on holiday
last year
C. If they had had enough money, they would have gone on holiday
last year
D. Unless they had enough money, they would go on holiday last year
36: The problem is difficult to solve
A. It is a problem difficult solve
C. It is difficult solve the problem
B. It is difficult to solve the problem
D. It is difficult problem to solve
37: He is a man who is loved not only by his family but also by all his
friends.
A. Neither his family nor all his friends loved him
C. His family love him, and all his friends love him, too.
B. He loves not only his family but also all his friends
D. His family love him, but all his friends don't.
38: His sense of humour distinguishes him from others.
A. He distinguishes others from his sense of humour
C. Others distinguish him from his sense of humour
B. What makes him different from others is his sense of humour.
D. His sense of humour is different from others'.
39: Although he is intelligent, he is not careful enough for the task.
A. Although his intelligence, he is careful enough for the task.
B. In spite of intelligent, he is not careful enough for the task
C. Despite being intelligent, he is not careful enough for the task
D. In spite he is intelligent, he is not careful enough for the
task
40: " We shall be here the day after tomorrow," they said.
A. They said they would be there after two days
C. They said they would be here in two day's time
B. They said they would be there in two day's time
D. They said they should be there in two day's time
4145. §äc ®o¹n v¨n sau vµ chän ph¬ng ¸n ®óng(øng víi A,B,C hoÆc D) cho
mçi hái.

New TV Star: Caroline Benson talks about her first TV role

I never expected to spend some time of my first year at university
filming The Finnegans. I'd only ever acted at school, but i'd loved the
book since I was eleven. My grandmother used to say I was just Polly
Finnegan and I always imagined myself playing her.
I'd taken a year off to go travelling before university. While I was in
Chile, my mother emailed me to say there were plans to turn the book
into a TV drama. I knew I had to go for the part. She was surprised at
first, but sent my photograph to the director and persuaaded him to meet
me. I flew back and got the part.
The outdoor filming started a week into term, so I got permission from
the university to be away for three weeks. Once I was back at

university, I got up at 6.00 A.M every day to write the essays I'd
missed. I didn't tell my university friends about the fiml, but they
found out and thought it was great.
It was an amazing experienceI'm so lucky. After university, I
definitely want to make acting my career. I'm not from an acting family,
though my grandfather was an opera singer. I've tried for other TV parts
but haven't received any yet.
I don't know how I managed it all, nbecause I had a full social life
too. When the filming finished, I hardly knew what to do. I've since
appeared in two college plays. Unfortunately. I haven't been home much
and now my first year at university is over, I'm off to Greece for the
summer with triengs.
41: In this text, Caroline Benson is____
A. describing how pleased she was about this opportunity to act.
B. advising stdents to finish studying before talkingup acting.
C. explaining why she has always wanted to be an actor
D. warning other young people that acting is a diffcult career.
42: Why did Caroline decide to try for a part in The Finnegans?
A.She thought the book would make a great TV drama.
B. She was anxious about starting university
C. She felt she was perfect for the part of Polly.
D. She agreed with her grandmother that she should apply.
43: What does Caroline say about her mother?
A. She helped Caroline to get the part.
C. she encouraged Caroline to keep travelling
C. She was sorry she had emaied Carolinen
D. She felt Caroline would be a good actor
44: How did Croline manage ti find time to do the filming?
A. She asked her friends to help with her essays
C. She missed lectures and hopes nobody would notice
B. She delayed going to the universuty until the filming was
over
D. She took time off and did her college work later
45: Which of the following would Caroline write to a penfriend?
A. I'm going to continue with my studies, but hope to have the opportunity
to do another TV programme soon
B. Now I've finished both the filming and my first year at university, I
planto spend more time with my family
C. I enjoyed filming the TV drama but I've missed having a social lifeI
don't know what to do at weekends
D. Acting is more difficult than I'd expected, but I've learned a lot from
my family members who work in the business

46 50. §äc ®o¹n v¨n sau vµ chän ph¬ng ¸n ®óng(øng víi A,B,C hoÆc D) cho
mçi hái.
Each student at an engineering college in Canada gets a steel ring upon
graduation in addition to a graduation certificate. There is a story
behind the unusual ring. Several years ago, a graduate from this
engineering college dedigned an ironsteel bridge. Unfortunately,
because of many mistakes in his design, the bridge collapsed soon after

it came into use. This event shook the engineering college, and the
college authorities decided to take back the framework of the ironsteel
bridge and use it as raw materrial for making rings to give the students
upon their graduation. The college wants the student to remember this
lesson forever so as to avoid making such mistakes again.
46: Upon graduation each studentbis given a steel ring as____
A. a model to make design
C. a warning to avoid
making mistakes in design
B. a gift from the college
D. a warning not make an
ironsteel bridge
47: The wronglydesigned ironsteel bridge was finally____
A. sold at a low price
C. used again after
repairing
B. put into use
D. made into many steel rings
48: The ring is quite unusual because_____
A. it has a sad story
C. it is very expensive
B. it is different from other
D. its design is excellent
49: The best title for the passage is____
A. A Lesson To Be Remembered
C. A Shocking Event
B. A Great Mistake
D. A Warning Ring
50: Which of the following statements is TRUE according to the passage?
A. The ironsteel bridge didn't come into use until it collapsed
B. The bridge collapsed because it was designed by a poor student
C. This bridge has been used ever since it was built
D. The ironsteel bridge collapsed soon after it came into use
5165. §äc ®o¹n v¨n sau vµ chän ph¬ng ¸n ®óng(øng víi A,B,C hoÆc D) cho
mçi chç trèng.
Recently I read a magazine article about the things(51)___ people lose
when they travel on the London Underground. I(52)___ believe it at
first. (53)___ you are a violinist, and when you(54)___ off at your
station, you leave your violin(55)___ the train. It seems strange that
nobody says, '(56)___ me, but I think you have forgotten something. ' I
suppose the violinist(57)___ have been thinking of something else, and
there might(58)___ have been any other(59)___ on the train. Still, why
didn't the violinist go(60)___ the lost property office? All the lost
property on the underground system(61)___ to be sent to this office, so
if you lose anything you(62)___ easily get it back. In this case, the
violinist must have(63)___ very absentminded. Perhaps he or she
didn't(64)___ to play the violin ever again after thic journey, Or
perhaps they were jost too embarrassed(65)___ go to the office.
51: A. whose
52:A. haven't
wasn't
53:A. whether
though
54:A. get
55: A. for

B. who
B. shouldn't

C. that
C. couldn't

D. a
D.

B. suppose

C. if

D.

B. go
B. on

C. are
C. by

D. fall
D. at

56: A. help
B.
excuse
57: A. might
B.
58: A. so
B. not
59: A. pedestrians B.
D.passengers
60: A. for
B.
61: A. should
B.
62: A. can
B.
63: A. had
B.
64: A. used
B.
65: A. so
B. and

it's
to
audoence
in
must
are
or
like

C. correct
C. should
C. then
C. custonmers
C. at
C. needs
C. don't
C. been
C. have
C. must

D.
D. who
D. often
D. to

D. has
D. can't
D. because
D. know
D. to

6680: Chän tõ côm tõ cã phÇn g¹ch díi( øng víi A,B,C hoÆc D) cÇn ph¶i
söa ®Ó trë thµnh chÝnh x¸c.
66: Peter was enjoyed the peaceful atmosphere of Venice when he was
there last summer.
A
B
C
D
67: They were impressed by the organization of the factory and its
extreme good products.
A
B
C
D
68: The Smiths was nice, so I felt like a member of the family.
A
B
C
D
69: According to the report, a famer saw an eggshape spacecraft landing
behind his house.
A
B
C
D
70: Every students has to wear uniforms on the first day of the week.
A
B
C
D
71: We went sightsee almost every day and we felt delighted with the
beautiful sights of the city
A
B
C
D
72: He and his friends arrived at the airport at 3 o'clock in Sunday
afternoon.
A
B
C
D
73: These new words and structures from the text should be learnt from
heart.
A
B
C
D
74: My parents said that I will need to find a job as they were not
going to supportme any longer.
A
B
C
D

75: She asked him if he would come back to see her the day after
tomorrow.
A
B
C
D
76: For my opinion. we can reduce the amount of garbage we produce by
recycling things.
A
B
C
D
77: He needs to be more carefully when he drives his car.
A
B
C
D
78: The Internet can be both a source of information but a source of
entertainment.
79: This small island was named from the adventurer who first discovered
it in 1873.
80: He has stayed in England from 1997 to 2000 and worked as a
journalist then.

